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PARTICIPATION.OF GOVERNMENT IN BUSINESS

p^L^X^oS^l^n IT ^ ^™> *«•
two basic principles: self-refiance i e inHlZ^ "k 1" takeas accePted
xn production, marketing, reseaJS and ex^erim^T 'fStltution *f *«tor inputs
sustainjnent, i.e., dependence on inteLJ^A 5tal.development, etc., and self-
so-called world marked «!^ffl11^inLi?'t«d.rf dependence on
the proton of intra-sectoral and S^^^^T^Si

£ra^

tne moderniSST

^^^^ductLTfoi^rt^ ^ " "*—«p of the natural »IoirL/rw^Sa5L!3?^'1,1'?I»? St^U' ^cisions as to what
exploited, on factor input choice? sources an^ term, o^ ldefified- evaluated .^and
on markets, etc., are determined neittJr by Afri^ SUPPly °" pr°duct Patt^.
other words, the African economy toda| is stin ^^cfnZ"^"5 "^ C0IlmunitieS> 'in
semi-enclaves and dysfunctional relations Sd dS^ST?* eh^^t«5**ed by enclaves,
xf not xn concept, on foreign ^^IX^^JS^™*™' *■ ""-tic.

that £d=K S^Sn^rnTt^or^ ***>"^ P« of the world
range of coaodities to the relaj^y',!!,?3*9*! lncreasl"« quantities of the same
colonial economic system has no^brought aboufL u " devel°Ped) i^rent in tt
were built into the colonial economic system? lntemational crisis whose seeds

i^ema^r^^r it^fT^ ^ °f^ ""^el
agreed on individual and coILctive sel^reliance S°" * AfriCa" governments
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To facilitate our examination of this issue we need to define what we generally

understand to be the objective of socio-economic policy in Africa, i.e. economic

growth.

For us, economic growth means physical increases in the output of goods and
services to meet the needs of the mass of;the population., These increases, we

believe, must be based on the exploitation of the natural resources/raw materials

of the region, the level of complementary ties and therefore of production possibilities

being raised through intra-African trade in, inter alia, industrial raw materials.

It is the raw materials base coupled with the pattern of final output (reflecting

mass needs) that decide the kind of factor inputs that are imported or locally developed,

In regard to the balance between, e.g., technical assistance, there does not

seem to be enough attention paid to technical assistance for doing something that

needs to be done now but which there is no national, capability for doing it and

technical assistance to enable governments and communities to do for themselves

tomorrow what they have decided to do.

Since governments know so little of the natural resource/raw materials base and

since this figures so little in national planning it follows that factor input

development is largely aimless and frequently irrelevant to the purposes of economic

growth as defined. I ■'

The first challenge facing African governments, therefore, is to broaden the

natural resource/raw materials base of modern production, since it is clearly

unreasonable for policy makers and planners to expect that they can expand and

diversify production, build up relevant factor inputs, reduce mass poverty and
unemployment, establish not only the capital goods industries but also intra-sectoral

and inter-sectoral linkages, integrate the domestic market, create the matrix for
invention and innovation in both social and material technology by concentrating

on exports of raw cotton or logs or diamonds or iron ore or copper or cofee, or cocoa...

The second task of government is tpdevelop and substitute indigenous factor

inputs for imported factor inputs. ..-".-

A third function of government is to encourage the production and efficient
social distribution of goods and services to meet the needs of the masses. Its
fourth function is to assume the function of entrepreneurs^ip where necessary, but
at the same time to do everything reasonable to promote, entrepreneurship within the

community as a whole.

In the ECA: one Of our major pre-occupations today is with entrepreneurial

capabilities in the sense that a minister, a permanent.secretary, a director Of
applied scientific research or a businessman can be an entrepreneur. Our concern

is not only with quantitative and qualitative aspects of entrepreneurship but with
the range of entrepreneurial functions required for accelerated development and

economic growth and its distribution.

One amazing fact is that the People's Republic of China is today engaged in
developing a whole nation of entrepreneurs, inventors and innovators reaching down

to the commune level.
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entre^nTia TelT^£ therf.is a <*- —tion between
limits referred to earlier A coSSv'^f"V"1 fstributi°" •*> the time
tough problem Qf tiTC a^d ^herefo™ of !«,-f1" ' " faced with a Particularly
foreign exchange earned in large q^ti? » ,? "nd ■?u*t8inl»« the conversion of
renewable capabilities for econonic^rowth! ' "" PeriOd int° fixed'

resources ^tA'^ULTZlTo/lZ^ "V/o^tr8 "T^^ entrepreneurial
econo i ]T Z ^^i ^° C°"Sid ^ Ni

^tA^ULTZlTo/lZ^ V/o^tr T^ pneurial
economy in terms of the challenge ]Tt noted Z of the^^i ^° C°"Sider ^ Nigerian
transformation one would seek to discover thp^ln the need for rapid structural
resources, the extent of development since 1961 of th5 t?chnlcal k«°wledge of natural
extractive industries, of the solidit! ^\l ! , ? "!lning sector ^ other
the engineering indusir^I of capacity^? tSe ™!tals^ndustry and consequently of
foundation for chemical products! intermediate chemicals industry as a

"*" ^ "° fibreS' ™ «««*- *r the food processing

th.

Entrepreneurial

resourc^slost^ur^^fo^aUonhai h n °f ^-"entrepreneurialhave emerged. transformation has been going on and two striking features
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First, is the concentration of such resources in trade, services, small-scale

production over a limited sectoral area.

The second feature is that today foreign entrepreneurship is rapidly taking over
such small and medium scale businesses.as garages, metal-working establishments;'
hairdressing establishments, laundries* pharmacies, restaurants, cinema chains, etc.

IMs raises doubts about the capabilities of African entrepreneurship for taking
and sustaining initiatives in a wide range of production, R U, marketing sub-sectors ^
characterized by long gestation periods, investment indivisibilities, and unfamiliar

parameters and characteristics.

How then can structural change be carried out without extensively and perhaps
permanently handing over critical sectors and sub-sectors to foreign transnational

corporations in one guise or another.

When one considers the history of national policies in Nigeria towards the
indigenizatipn of business it is difficult to see any clear, consistent, carefully
thought-out philosophy and set of policy measures as well as actions.

Indeed, it may be said that the necessarily changing boundaries between areas

allocated to indigenous competence and initiatives and foreign competence and
initiatives have, in practice, not followed any clear principle.

Similarly, the also inevitably changing boundaries between the public and the
private sector, tend to shift without perceptible guiding principles.

In any case the issue is no longer one of public versus private or indigenous

versus foreign. ■■■• -■■"> ■

The issue is how to effect structural change at speed without betraying the
principles of self-reliance and self-sustainment, i.e. in operational terms, how
relevant factor inputs can be built up as fast as possible and how entrepreneurial
resources (particularly indigenous entrepreneurial resources) can be mobilized and
redeployed to carry through the changes needed with an eye on the clocK.

In this operation no capabilities can be overlooked.

The central principle (other than motivation) guiding allocation of ^P™"*1**68
must be an evaluated capability for design and/or execution. Eva uat on wi 11 ^ave two
functions: to determine what can be carried without help or what help is needed to
"X; needs to be carried; to monitor- the expansion and improvement of entrepreneurial
resources overall or within sectors and sub-sectors.

From this point of view one sees the public sector and the private sector as
complementary to each other in many respects and therefore working close harmony.
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tho t^Lf ^ ^f^^T^tic difficulties in a situation such as Nigeria's is
sectnr xnLl° ^TtXmate °V t0 exa^era^ the possible roles of the public
an^ mawS'LfLiencir'T'^T"0 **"* ^ f^uently gross entrepreneurialand managerial deficiencies of public sector enterprises as irremovable and as

inherent m state-sponsored institutions everywhere and in every generation,

not at all difficult to point to public sector enterprises which are

^ countries with very high efficiency.

charge is laid. ■ ?!° Or * reg*rded as special cases when the general

«»»<■■■

...J.

(i) intra-sectoral functions such as:

(a) leadership in expansion of production to meet anticipated national
nceo.s J ■ .

(b) manpower planning and development;

(c) the promotion of sub-contracting;

(d) the development of consultancy services;
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(e) the promotion of standardization and quality engineering;

(f) research and experimental development and tlie promotion of innovation;

(g) the promotion of bulk"procurement of supplies. .

(ii) inter-sectoral functions especially concerned with the establishment of
linkages, joint production planning, joint R § D, et cetera.

(iii) multinational level where the main function will be concerned with market
assessment, organizing production and trade in raw materials, and inter
mediate goods, co-ordinating multi-national production and marketing,
mobilizing and redeploying savings for multinational companies, co-ordinating

multinational R:& D and so on;

In respect to item (iii) I am firmly convinced that already, apart from national
consultations among public utilities and enterprises on practical problems of
entrepreneurial self^improvement, etc., these enterprises should also be meeting at
multi-national level and by sectors to consider their role in structural transformation,

It will have by now become clear that the state as entrepreneur is faced with
entrepreneurial activities in areas with substantial linkages and catalytic effects.
In other words, the public sector in Africa in general and Nigeria in particular cannot
resort to soft options in the way the indigenous private sector can and in spite ot
the fact that state policy should, reasonably, be aimed at shifting private sector

investment preferences in the direction of harder options.

So: far, we have confined attention, in respect of public enterprise, to its
role in carrying: through a process of structural transformation at some speed but
there are often larger socio-economic purposes of the state and of society.

The most commonly cited is the fight against mass unemployment which, in a
region of such ample natural resources, is an ironical pointer to the failure ot

socio-economic policy.

Much of the discussion on unemployment in international circles has been
concerned:with the volume of industrial investment in financial terms needed to
absorb the openly unemployed but not much attention, even now, isjpaid to the role
of entrepreneurship in organizing production, marketing, etc., and therefore in

creating employment. : ;

It may, therefore, be the purpose of government to promote employment in
certain areas of the economy where otherwise this would not be created.

However, where private entrepreneurship is willing to take initiatives that
would lead to employment creation it should be encouraged to do so in recognition

of the already massive entrepreneurial load confronting government.
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the Tt^l^ir
action may be quite considerab e
unwilling t0 take on the load - ^
incentives and limiting conditions -
entrepreneuria! resources ^SS

| P^t

a"d entrepreneurial
e"trePre^«hip is

°f a systeB of

is

^^^X^^^^tS^te^ weii-Known reasons: to
monopolies in strategic sectors- to re^ulatfnnn "onopolies; to establish
promote innovation; to rescue imnortlJ 1 t non-comPe^tive market behaviour; to
encourage medium-and s^uTc^TZlT^lr^^ '" dang6r °f C°llaPSe: to

and continuing spread of cartels and vertical
segments of the world economy today

become an important determinant -/

pa?tern of public ^
C°Ve™8 Pract"ally all

of national entrepreneurial r^soutes! e£ficlent




